Do you love Online shopping?
If you love to do online shopping then this one's for you. If you are an online
shopping lover then you must have ignored some cons of online shopping.
Here are some points you need to keep in mind before you buy something
online● Defective product. Har baar product defective nahi hota par online
purchasing mei high chances hai defective product deliver hone ke.
● Delayed delivery. Agar aapko kisi party ke liye dress order karni hai
toh kam se kam 10 days pehle order place karna hoga. Agar aapka luck
sahi hua toh dress time pe deliver hogi warna you'll have to keep
waiting.
● Product not as shown in the picture
● Every website says that they offer easy return policy but most of
them don't, jab return karne ka time ata hai rula dete hai voh.
● Delayed return of your money
● You cannot interact with the sellers and clear your doubts
● You cannot touch and feel the quality of product before buying
● High chances of fraud
● You cannot bargain, jo price hai usi mei khareedna hoga discount nhi
milega
● Shipping charges are sometimes very high
● Many items like cosmetics and electronics cannot be returned, agar
damaged hai toh company ke pass jao ya damaged product hi use karo

● If you are buying furniture, you'll be unable to check the quality of
wood or whatever material it is made up of
● When it comes to clothes and footwear the biggest issue is the size
issue
● You don't exactly know about the quality of the clothes
● You cannot try the footwear and check if it is comfortable or not

But we cannot ignore the advantages of online shopping. Imagine how
awesome and convenient it will be if these cons are removed? Shop from
WHEREISTOBUY and you'll only get the advantages of online shopping
mixed with the advantages of actual shopping. Touch and feel the product
before buying it.

